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Glimpsing Heaven The Stories And Science Of Life After
Death
At the age of twenty, George Ritchie died in an Army hospital. Nine minutes later, he returned
to life. What happened to him during those minutes was so compelling that it changed his life
forever. In Return from Tomorrow, Ritchie tells of his transforming encounter with the Son of
God, who led him to encounters with other nonphysical beings at the very doorway of eternity.
Ritchie's extraordinary experience not only altered his view of eternity, but it has also altered
the lives of hundreds of thousands of readers. One of the most startling and hopeful
descriptions of the realm beyond, this classic will inspire readers from all walks of life. It
includes a brand-new preface from Elizabeth Sherrill.
An updated edition of a controversial guide to the near-death experience draws on interviews
with more than 4,000 adults and children who have had an NDE and includes cautionary
reports that not everything that subjects have experienced was positive and comforting.
Original.
Imagine getting a glimpse of heaven, a preview of life in God's presence. Could life here ever
be the same? Capt. Dale Black has flown as a commercial pilot all over the world, but one
flight changed his life forever--an amazing journey to heaven and back. The only survivor of a
horrific plane crash, Dale was hovering between life and death when he had a wondrous
experience of heaven. What he saw, what he heard, and what he learned there continues to
ripple through his life and touch others. Against all odds, Dale miraculously recovered from his
injuries and learned to fly again. Now, with his life as a testament, he shares his inspiring
story--offering hope and encouragement for those dealing with serious injuries or the loss of a
loved one, and those looking for assurance about this life and the next. Experience a LifeChanging Vision of Heaven
This is the story of the miners and the union they wanted, of the people who loved them and
the people who wanted to kill their dreams. Annadel, West Virginia, was a small town rich in
coal, farms, and close-knit families, all destroyed when the coal company came in. It stole
everything it hadn't bothered to buy—land deeds, private homes, and ultimately, the souls of its
men and women. Four people tell this powerful, deeply moving tale: Activist Mayor C. J.
Marcum. Fierce, loveless union man Rondal Lloyd. Gutsy nurse Carrie Bishop, who loved
Rondal. And lonely, Sicilian immigrant Rosa Angelelli, who lost four sons to the deadly mines.
They all bear witness to nearly forgotten events of history, culminating in the final, tragic Battle
of Blair Mountain—when the United States Army greeted ten thousand unemployed pro-union
miners with airplanes, bombs, and poison gas. It was the first crucial battle of a war that has
yet to be won.
It's obvious from the bookshelves and the big screen that heaven is on everyone's mind. All of
us long to know what life after death will be like. Bestselling author John Burke is no exception.
For decades, he has been studying accounts of people who have had near-death experiences
(NDEs). While not every detail of individual NDEs correlate with Scripture, Burke shows how
the common experiences shared by thousands of survivors clearly point to the God of the Bible
and the exhilarating picture of heaven he promises. Imagine Heaven is an inspirational journey
through the Bible's picture of heaven, colored in with the real-life stories of heaven's wonders.
Burke compares gripping stories of NDEs to what Scripture says about our biggest questions
of heaven: Will I be myself? Will I see friends and loved ones? What will it look like? What is
God like? What will we do forever? What about children and pets? This book will propel
readers into an experience that will forever change their view of the life to come and the way
they live life today. It also tackles the tough questions of heavenly reward and hellish NDEs.
Anyone interested in NDEs or longing to imagine heaven more clearly will enjoy this
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fascinating and hope-filled book.
An attractive gift book of 100 joyful meditations on the nature of heaven, our hearts’ true
home.We all think about heaven--or at least we wonder what will happen to us after we die.
For the Christian, these should be comforting, exciting thoughts. In this beautiful devotional gift
book, Joni Eareckson Tada has chosen short excerpts from her book, Heaven, and arranged
them around common topics such as: Where is heaven and what is it like? What will we do in
heaven? Each inspiring and faith-filled meditation is paired with a verse of scripture and a heartfelt prayer.
The first book by a respected journalist on Nearing Death Awareness—similar to Near-Death
Experience—this “fascinating” (Kirkus Reviews) exploration brings “humor, sympathy, and
keen critical intelligence to a topic that is all too often off-limits” (Ptolemy Tompkins,
collaborator with Eben Alexander on Proof of Heaven). People everywhere carry with them
extraordinary, deeply comforting experiences that arrived at the moment when they most
needed relief: when they lost a loved one. These experiences can include clear messages
from beyond, profound and vividly beautiful visions, mysterious connections and spiritual
awareness, foreknowledge of a loved one’s passing—all of which evade explanation by science
and logic. Most people keep these transcendent experiences secret for fear they will be
discounted by hyperrational scrutiny. Yet these very common occurrences have the power to
console, comfort, and even transform our understanding of life and death. Prompted by her
family’s surprising, profound experiences around the death of her father and her sister,
reporter Patricia Pearson sets out on an open-minded inquiry, a rare journalistic investigation
of Nearing Death Awareness, which Anne Rice praises as “substantive, eloquent, and
worthwhile.” Opening Heaven’s Door offers deeply affecting stories of messages from the
dying and the dead in a fascinating work of investigative journalism, pointing to new scientific
explanations that give these luminous moments the importance felt by those who experience
them. Pearson also delves into out-of-body and near-death experiences, examining stories and
research to make sense of these related but distinct categories. Challenging current
assumptions about what we know and what we are still unable to explain, Opening Heaven’s
Door will forever alter your perceptions of the nature of life and death.
A doctor recounts patient stories from her five-year clinical study of Near-Death Experiences,
revealing how this phenomenon is more powerful than we realize Dr. Penny Sartori is a
registered nurse who began researching Near-Death Experiences (NDEs) in 1995 after one of
her long-term intensive care patients begged her to let him die in peace. Inspired by this
encounter, she went on to research NDEs in a PhD program, where she learned profound
spiritual lessons and made startling discoveries that she now shares in The Wisdom of NearDeath Experiences. During her academic work, Dr. Sartori studied three samples of ICU
patients during a five-year period. Here, she recounts the eye-opening stories of those patients
who experienced NDEs and out-of-body experiences (OBEs). In one group, as many as 18%
of patients experienced an NDE—though Patient #10 stood out among the others. After being
unresponsive, he awoke to report he had experienced an OBE. He was able to describe what
happened in the hospital room while he was unconscious and claimed he met not only his
deceased father but a Jesus-like figure. Most shocking of all, he had regained the use of his
hand—which had been paralyzed since birth. When talking about the biggest takeaways from
her research, Dr. Sartori shares how her findings have made her question the common belief
that the brain gives rise to consciousness. Most importantly, she has gained a deeper
appreciation for death—an experience she now views with less fear and anxiety. In addition to
detailing dozens of case studies, The Wisdom of Near-Death Experiences also discusses
childhood NDEs, the differences in NDEs among different cultures, and the after-effects of
NDEs.

Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has lived, in his mind, an uninspired
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life. His job is fixing rides at a seaside amusement park. On his 83rd birthday, a tragic
accident kills him, as he tries to save a little girl from a falling cart. He awakes in the
afterlife, where he learns that heaven is not a destination. It's a place where your life is
explained to you by five people, some of whom you knew, others who may have been
strangers. One by one, from childhood to soldier to old age, Eddie's five people revisit
their connections to him on earth, illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless" life,
and revealing the haunting secret behind the eternal question: "Why was I here?"
The captivating and heroic story of Hudson Stuck—an Episcopal priest—and his team's
history-making summit of Denali. In 1913, four men made a months-long journey by
dog sled to the base of the tallest mountain in North America. Several groups had
already tried but failed to reach the top of a mountain whose size—occupying 120
square miles of the earth’s surface —and position as the Earth’s northernmost peak of
more than 6,000 meters elevation make it one of the world’s deadliest mountains.
Although its height from base to top is actually greater than Everest’s, it is Denali's
weather, not altitude, that have caused the great majority of fatalities—over a hundred
since 1903. Denali experiences weather more severe than the North Pole, with
temperatures of forty below zero and winds that howl at 80 to 100 miles per hour for
days at a stretch. But in 1913 none of this mattered to Hudson Stuck, a fifty-year old
Episcopal priest, Harry Karstens, the hardened Alaskan wilderness guide, Walter
Harper, and Robert Tatum, both just in their twenties. They were all determined to be
the first to set foot on top of Denali. In A Window to Heaven, Patrick Dean brings to life
this heart-pounding and spellbinding feat of this first ascent and paints a rich portrait of
the frontier at the turn of the twentieth century. The story of Stuck and his team will lead
us through the Texas frontier and Tennessee mountains to an encounter with Jack
London at the peak of the Yukon Goldrush. We experience Stuck's awe at the rich
Aleut and Athabascan indigenous traditions—and his efforts to help preserve these ways
of life. Filled with daring exploration and rich history, A Window to Heaven is a brilliant
and spellbinding narrative of success against the odds.
If there was ever a need-to-know book, Afterlife is it. On his daily call-in radio show, the
most common questions Hanegraff fields are about the hereafter. For instance, millions
are voraciously reading about the near-death experiences of young children.
Consumers are desperate for knowledge and reassurance about what comes after life
on the earth. Hank Hanegraff, one of the most remarkable theological minds of the 21st
century, explains the marvelous way this physical life connects our past to our eternal
future. Afterlife gives reader a clear and concrete understanding about what happens
after death to us and to those we love.
A Glimpse of Heaven is the true story of JoAnna Oblander. In 2002, JoAnna Oblander
was no stranger to God working her in life. He had already orchestrated the miraculous
adoption of two children from Russia and presented her and her husband with the
spirits of their unborn children. However, wracked with the physical pain of 24/7
migraines, severe depression and business failures caused by her health, she was
ready to call it quits and end her life. At the conclusion of an earth-shattering day, an
angel escorted her back to her pre-mortal existence. There, she was shown the plans
and promises she had made with God. She returned from her near-death experience
equipped with an understanding of who she truly was and with a divine sense of whom
she was to become.
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King Solomon states that God has set "eternity in our hearts." All our desires point to
eternity and find their true fulfillment in heaven. But are there actually real glimpses of
heaven in this life? Yes! Supernatural happenings take place from time to time as God
so designates. Heaven reveals itself in the form of miracles, angels, and even neardeath experiences. We also find it displayed in dramatic healings and gigantic answers
to prayer that nothing else can account for. Heaven Sightings contains a rich mixture of
amazing true stories that will boost your confidence in God and his ability to work
miracles in your own life--and give an even greater inkling of what the destination will
be like at the end of your earthly journey. Put aside the worries of your day and be
inspired to place your trust in the God of heaven.
At once funny, wistful and unsettling, Sum is a dazzling exploration of unexpected
afterlives—each presented as a vignette that offers a stunning lens through which to see
ourselves in the here and now. In one afterlife, you may find that God is the size of a
microbe and unaware of your existence. In another version, you work as a background
character in other people’s dreams. Or you may find that God is a married couple, or
that the universe is running backward, or that you are forced to live out your afterlife
with annoying versions of who you could have been. With a probing imagination and
deep understanding of the human condition, acclaimed neuroscientist David Eagleman
offers wonderfully imagined tales that shine a brilliant light on the here and now.
When Dr. Reggie Anderson is present at the bedside of a dying patient, something
miraculous happens. Sometimes as he sits vigil and holds the patient’s hand . . . he
can experience what they feel and see as they cross over. Because of these God-given
glimpses of the afterlife—his “appointments with heaven”—Reggie knows beyond a
doubt that we are closer to the next world than we think. Join him as he shares
remarkable stories from his life and practice, including the tragedy that nearly drove him
away from faith forever. He reveals how what he’s seen, heard, and experienced has
shaped what he believes about living and dying; how we can face the passing of our
loved ones with the courage and confidence that we will see them again; and how we
can each prepare for our own “appointment with heaven.” Soul-stirring and hope-filled,
Appointments with Heaven is a powerful journey into the questions at the very core of
your being: Is there more to life than this? What is heaven like? And, most important:
Do I believe it enough to let it change me?
True stories of angelic appearances, afterlife experiences, and divine occurrences from
a special care unit nurse In her nearly seventeen years working as a nurse, Liz Gwyn
has been there with patients as they transitioned from this life to the next, sometimes
their closest companion during the loneliest and most painful hours of their lives.
Through these times God has used her to bring hope, peace, and salvation through
dreams and visions, and as a witness to the ministering aid of His angels. Get a
glimpse into the spiritual world beyond our own. In Amazing Stories of Life After Death,
she shares her experiences along with real-life stories from medical field professionals
and first responders that will inspire your own personal and spiritual growth. Prepare to
be captivated by the phenomenal accounts of pain, hope, and encouragement. Be
challenged to contemplate how God communicates with each of us. God is speaking to
you. Right now. Are you listening?
A moving and inspirational memoir of love, loss, and renewal, Promised by Heaven tells the
amazing story of how one woman’s near-death experience and glimpse of heaven led her to
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discover her gifts of healing and share them with the world. In December of 1991, Mary Helen
Hensley was involved in a car accident that changed her life forever. Upon impact, traveling at
more than seventy-five miles per hour, she felt time stall and temporarily left her body. In those
moments, Mary Helen was consumed with a sudden clarity. She realized she had the choice to
either remain in her body or exit from the earth, allowing the remainder of the scene to unfold
without feeling any pain. She chose to depart from her body—and enter heaven. In heaven,
Mary Helen was welcomed by two angels who walked her through the place of light and
encouraged her to go back to earth and help others. When she returned to earth, Mary Helen
was suddenly struck with a desire to live a life of service and quickly set out on a journey into
metaphysical healing. Her adventures took her to Ireland, where she went on to become a
chiropractor, find love and new friendships, become a mother, and help numerous people with
her gifts of communicating with the dead and seeing into the future. Promised by Heaven is a
remarkable spiritual journey that questions everything we understand to be true. Describing in
great detail her experience in heaven, meeting angels, and returning to earth a changed
woman, Mary Helen Hensley offers an unforgettable account of her path to find her true calling.
Although Catherine Snow abhors Burke Grisham, the notorious Earl of Thornwald, for causing
the eventual death of her husband, he continues to exert a strange power over her mind, able
to perceive her secret yearnings. Original.
How a doctor's glimpses of eternity confirmed everything he believed about God, suffering, life
on earth, and what happens after death. Dr. Chauncey Crandall knows his patients well. When
they are dying, he sits at the bedside with them and holds their hands. He prays with them.
Sometimes he can feel what they feel and see what they see. At other times his patients have
near-death experiences and "come back" with astonishing descriptions of the afterlife. In
TOUCHING HEAVEN, Dr. Crandall reveals how what he has seen and heard has convinced
him that God is real, that we are created for a divine purpose, that death is not the end, that we
will see our departed loved ones again, and that we are closer to the next world than we think.
In the ten years since 90 Minutes in Heaven was published, millions of people worldwide have
read the incredible true story of Don Piper's experience with death and life--and in reading they
have found their own lives changed. After a semi-truck collided with Don Piper's car, he was
pronounced dead at the scene. For the next ninety minutes, he experienced the glories of
heaven. Back on earth, a passing minister felt led to stop and pray for the accident victim even
though he was told Piper was dead. Miraculously, Piper came back to life, and the pleasure of
heaven was replaced by a long and painful recovery. With a personal update from Don on the
impact the book has had on him, his family, and the millions who have heard his story, even
those who have read the original book will want to be part of the continuing story of 90 Minutes
in Heaven with this new edition. Also includes a note from the publisher, stories from readers,
favorite Scriptures and quotations on heaven from Don Piper, and a photo insert.
If you caught a glimpse of heaven, would you choose to come back to life? Investigative
journalist Judy Bachrach has collected accounts of those who died and then returned to life
with lucid, vivid memories of what occurred while they were dead, and the conclusions are
astonishing. Clinical death—the moment when the heart stops beating and brain stem activity
ceases—is not necessarily the end of consciousness, as a number of doctors are now
beginning to concede. Hundreds of thousands of fascinating post-death experiences have
been documented, and for many who have died and returned, life is forever changed. These
days, an increasing number of scientific researchers are turning their studies to people who
have experienced what the author calls death travels -- putting stock and credence in the
sights, encounters, and exciting experiences reported by those who return from the dead.
Through interviews with scores of these “death travelers,” and with physicians, nurses, and
scientists unraveling the mysteries of the afterlife, Bachrach redefines the meaning of both life
and death. Glimpsing Heaven reveals both the uncertainty and the surprising joys of life after
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death.
Treasured Glimpses of Our True Home Miraculous stories of people visiting heaven
abound--but what do those stories mean for you? And what do they tell us about this bright and
glorious place? With warmth and insight, beloved author Betty Malz explores the wonders we
will encounter in our final destination. Using Scripture and drawing from personal, firsthand
experiences, she helps you answer questions such as: · Will I recognize and reunite with my
loved ones? · Where is heaven located? · What kind of body will I have? · Will I be free from
grief, pain and loneliness? · What will we do up there all that time? When the things of this
world get you down, let these pages turn your eyes to heaven and the Father who is waiting for
you there. Experience a taste of the sweet joy you will encounter when you, too, walk through
those glorious gates.
Shares an account of his religiously transformative near-death experience and revealing weeklong coma, describing his scientific study of near-death phenomena while explaining what he
learned about the nature of human consciousness.
The author recounts her near-death experience, recounting the miraculous visions she saw,
the emotions she experienced, and how it changed her subsequent life.
Collects true stories of the beauty and pain of life's end from medical professionals, hospice
workers, and the author's own experiences as a hospice nurse.
"A Glimpse of Glory is a wonderful testament to God's love and promises from one who
experienced death-only reluctantly returning to life as we know it from the hereafter. The author
wipes away the trepidation even Christians feel toward death and an inkling of what comes
next while sharing his own humble beginnings, rugged upbringing and experiences. Rick East
is the real deal and has a great message in his acceptance of Jesus Christ as his Lord and
Savior and what he believes God wants him to share with as many as possible. This story is
first rate with a vivid emotional impact and obviously has God's blessing." -Nick Weyland,
fellow author and Christian brother A Glimpse of Glory A mysterious illness caused Rick East
to lapse into respiratory failure the afternoon of December 25, 2012. Rick discovered his spirit
was in heaven and was being coached by the Holy Spirit. Rick saw the city of heaven and had
many conversations with the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit answered questions that have puzzled
Christians for years.
Over 750,000 Copies Sold--Now Available in Trade Paper In this bestselling, beloved true
story, twenty-seven-year-old Betty Malz was pronounced dead. Almost thirty minutes later she
returned to her body--to the amazement of her grieving family and the stunned hospital
personnel. This is her amazing account of what she saw, felt, and heard on the other side of
the dividing wall that we call death. And it's the moving, real-life story of how God changed a
young mom who had to die to learn how to live.
For many years I have treasured my out of body experience and I would do it all over again
because I was able to have a glimpse of heaven and feel God's powerful love. He heard my
plea and granted my prayer to let me live. I didn't specify how long only that I wanted enough
time to lead Jerry to salvation and that took place within three weeks after the accident. That
was 58 years ago and He gave me 50 of those with Jerry. The reason it has taken me so long
to write this book is because it is so special to me that Jesus loves me so much that he has
given me many more miracles besides the twelve I have shared in this book. I have tried to
share the miracles that I felt would help others who may have to face some of the same
situations. I am looking forward to the next opportunities that God will allow me to experience.
That's why the story will continue until I finish what God has for me to do and He will take me
home. My favorite verse of scripture helps me day by day. I hope it will help you, too. "But seek
ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto
you. Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought for the things
of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof. Matthew 6:33-34
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What happens when we die? What is heaven really like? How do spiritual beings--angels and
demons--interact with us here and in the hereafter? Real-life, credible stories of near-death
experiences and spiritual encounters gathered by the authors of Heaven and the Afterlife paint
a clearer, fuller picture of exactly what readers can expect when it's their turn to "cross over."
These gripping true stories--written from a solidly biblical perspective but accessible to
seekers--provide fascinating glimpses into the spiritual world around us and the one that awaits
us.
A doctor's account of her own experience of death, heaven and return to life with a new
realization of her purpose on earth. Dr Mary Neal, an orthopaedic surgeon, was on a kayaking
holiday in Chile. Sceptical of near death experiences, she was to have her life transformed
when her kayak became wedged in rocks at the bottom of a waterfall and was underwater for
so long that her heart stopped.To Heaven And Back is Mary's faith-enriching story of her
spiritual journey, her first-hand experience of heaven and its continuing life-enhancing effects.
On April 28, 2006, as he lay in his hospital bed in Ann Arbor, Michigan, visions of celestial
beauty were the last thing on Marv Besteman's mind. He had just had surgery to remove a rare
pancreatic tumor. It was after visiting hours and his family had left for the day. Alone and
racked with pain, Marv tossed and turned, wanting more than anything else to simply sleep
and escape the misery and discomfort for a while. The retired banker, father, and grandfather
had no idea he was about to get a short reprieve in the form of an experience he never could
have imagined. In My Journey to Heaven, Marv Bestman shares the story of his experience of
heaven with astounding detail. Readers will hear of his encounters with angels who
accompanied him to the gate, his conversation (argument, really) with St. Peter, and his
recognition of friends and family members who touched his life. His story offers peace, comfort,
and encouragement to those who have lost loved ones and gives security and solace to those
who are grieving, dying, or wonder about the afterlife. Marv believed God sent him back to
earth to fulfill this mission of comfort and reminds readers that God has work for each of us to
do before he calls us to be with him in heaven. Secure in his belief that his book was the
fulfillment of his own mission, Marv returned to heaven in January 2012.
Why should we care about heaven? -- What is heaven like? -- When does a person go to
heaven? -- Where is heaven? -- Who goes to heaven?

A respected investigative journalist and hospice volunteer draws on documented cases
of near-death experiences and interviews with survivors, doctors and scientists,
identifying key patterns in near-death experiences and what they imply about an
afterlife.
Is there life after death? After a tragic accident, doctors pronounced Richard Sigmund
legally dead. Eight hours later, God miraculously brought him back to life on the way to
the morgue. During those hours, God allowed him to experience the glorious beauty,
heavenly sounds, sweet aromas, and boundless joys of heaven that await every
believer. God then returned him back to earth with a mission to tell the world what he
saw.You will thrill to Sigmund’s eyewitness accounts of strolling down heaven’s
streets of gold, seeing angels playing with children, talking with Jesus, meeting with
people from the Bible, as well as departed family and friends, seeing the mansions, and
much more! Through Sigmund’s testimony, God restored sight to the blind, hearing to
the deaf, and even raised several people from the dead.Also, glimpse into the horrifying
reality of “the other place”—a place where no one wants to go.
The mega bestselling book that started the heaven publishing phenomenon is now a
major motion picture starring Hayden Christensen and Kate Bosworth and produced by
Michael Polish. Don Piper's incredible true story continues to expand its reach to more
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people than ever before. After a semi-truck collided with Don Piper's car, he was
pronounced dead at the scene. For the next ninety minutes, he experienced the glories
of heaven. Back on earth, a passing minister felt led to stop and pray for the accident
victim even though he was told Piper was dead. Miraculously, Piper came back to life,
and the pleasure of heaven was replaced by a long and painful recovery. This special
edition of Don's life-changing story includes a new preface from Don about the making
of the movie, plus a personal update on the impact the book has had on him, his family,
and the millions who have already heard his story. It also includes a note from the
publisher, stories from readers, and Scriptures and quotations on heaven.
The true story of an ordinary boy's most extraordinary journey following a car accident
that left him paralyzed offers new insights on miracles, life beyond this world and the
power of a father's love.
A riveting firsthand account of one man’s mission to investigate and document some of
the most astonishing phenomena of our time—children who speak of past life memory
and reincarnation. All across the globe, small children spontaneously speak of previous
lives, beg to be taken “home,” pine for mothers and husbands and mistresses from
another life, and know things that there seems to be no normal way for them to know.
From the moment these children can talk, they speak of people and events from the
past—not vague stories of centuries ago, but details of specific, identifiable individuals
who may have died just months, weeks, or even hours before the birth of the child in
question. For thirty-seven years, Dr. Ian Stevenson has traveled the world from
Lebanon to suburban Virginia investigating and documenting more than two thousand
of these past life memory cases. Now, his essentially unknown work is being brought to
the mainstream by Tom Shroder, the first journalist to have the privilege of
accompanying Dr. Stevenson in his fieldwork. Shroder follows Stevenson into the lives
of children and families touched by this phenomenon, changing from skeptic to believer
as he comes face-to-face with concrete evidence he cannot discount in this spellbinding
and true story.
Drawn from her decades of experience as a hospice nurse, Trudy Harris shares stories
that offer an incredible glimpse at what lies beyond this world--ethereal music, colors
that did not exist on earth, angels, and loved ones who have gone on before. She has
been with hundreds of patients as they took their last breaths and knows the kinds of
questions that both the dying and their loved ones ask: What happens when we die?
What should I say to a loved one who is dying? How can I make a dying friend feel
safe? The stories she shares will bring the reader comfort and peace even amidst pain.
Tender, heartbreaking, and eye-opening, this expanded edition of the New York Times
bestseller offers more incredible windows into the world beyond and life after death.
Beginning with the destruction of Jerusalem and continuing through the persecutions of
Christians in the Roman Empire, the apostasy of the Dark Ages, the shining light of the
Reformation, and the worldwide religious awakening of the nineteenth century, this
volume traces the conflict into the future, to the Second Coming of Jesus and the
glories of the earth made new. In this concluding volume, the author powerfully points
out the principles involved in the impending conflict and how each person can stand
firmly for God and His truth.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the author of Into the Wild and Into Thin Air, This
extraordinary work of investigative journalism takes readers inside America’s isolated
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Mormon Fundamentalist communities, where some 40,000 people still practice
polygamy. Defying both civil authorities and the Mormon establishment in Salt Lake
City, the renegade leaders of these Taliban-like theocracies are zealots who answer
only to God. At the core of Krakauer’s book are brothers Ron and Dan Lafferty, who
insist they received a commandment from God to kill a blameless woman and her baby
girl. Beginning with a meticulously researched account of this appalling double murder,
Krakauer constructs a multi-layered, bone-chilling narrative of messianic delusion,
polygamy, savage violence, and unyielding faith. Along the way he uncovers a shadowy
offshoot of America’s fastest growing religion, and raises provocative questions about
the nature of religious belief.
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